CYBER SECURITY PACKAGES
In response to the Jisc Cyber Security Posture Survey
Further Education Solution Brief

”Two of the most valuable tools in the defence against Phishing are to understand the level of risk
and to identify those who need awareness training”
Mark Mckay, Head of ICT, Guildford College Group

Designed by the Education sector

Jisc Cyber Security Packages

Further to the findings from Jisc’s cyber security posture
survey completed this summer by Higher and Further
Education institutions, the survey highlighted a number
areas that are key priorities for cyber protection and
prevention. These include:

Understanding these priorities and threats, as well as
listening to our customers, KHIPU have created a number of
cost-effective packages, as part of Jisc’s cyber security
education sector frameworks, to protect and prevent
against cyber attacks.

Cyber Security Threats and Priorities
• For FE; these are protection and prevention, detection and
response - for overall risk reduction.
• For FE; vulnerability assessment, phishing simulation &
cyber essentials advice & guidance being the most
popular this year.
• For HE; most interested in GDPR training, cyber essentials
advice/guidance & cyber essentials training as products/
services.
• Malware, ransomware and Insider attacks were also
commonly mentioned.

Together with Jisc, KHIPU have designed these bespoke
packages for the FE sector, to address their cyber security
‘priorities and threat concerns' by identifying:
• Vulnerabilities in the infrastructure: servers, networks,
perimeter security and external systems
• Overall risk to phishing attacks
• Cyber security awareness training and education needs
By identifying these fundamental areas and applying best
practise recommendations for on-going protection and
prevention, will reduce the risk of being breached by a
cyber-attack. These new, low-cost packages include:

• For both HE and FE; Lack of awareness and human error,
social engineering related threats and ransomware/
malware issues were the top three threat concerns.

• Vulnerability Assessment Services (VAS)
• Simulated Phishing and Associated Awareness Services

When looking at the top threats listed, the most significant
areas for both HE and FE appear to be those related to
social engineering such as phishing and human error driven
by a lack of awareness and ignorance of the subject area.

These services have been very successful within the
education sector, customers include; Hartlepool College,
Guildford College, Brighton & Hove College, Havering 6th
Form College, Coleg Cambria and Warwickshire College.

.

For further information, please contact: simulated.phishing@jisc.ac.uk or 0300 300 2212

“It’s crucial that we can quickly identify and mitigate any vulnerabilities across the network, whilst placing priority on areas
which matter the most. KHIPU's service, available on the JISC Framework, is far superior to the previous solution we had. We
now have automated & scheduled scanning of our network, to ensure our network is as safe & stable as possible”
Mark Brandish, Director of Technology, Coleg Cambria
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